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Introduction
The Virginia Cooperative Extension - Nelson County faculty and staff conducted a
comprehensive situation analysis during the calendar year 2013 in cooperation with the
Central District Director. This process incorporated Unit Profile data, a community survey
distributed to 100 residents (10% response rate), and interviews with 36 Nelson County
residents and Extension stakeholders. Questions offered residents an opportunity to identify
the top issues facing Nelson County, and to share their perspectives on how the Extension
office could help address these issues. At the time of this narrative the Nelson County office
did not have an Extension Leadership Council. As a result, the District Director, agents, and
staff worked together to summarize and prioritize issues.

Unit Profile
Nelson County is located in the central part of Virginia, situated along Route 29 between
Lynchburg and Charlottesville (Figures 1 & 2). Lovingston, the county seat, is approximately
35 miles south of Charlottesville, and 33 miles north of Lynchburg.
Unit profile data was provided to each Unit office by the VCE Program Development and
Support office. Themes covered included a demographic summary, agricultural summary,
health summary, educational summary, and business and employment summary, which
correspond to the four VCE program areas. The major trends are outlined below, and data
sets are included in Appendix 1 for further reference.
Demographic Summary
In 2011, Nelson County’s total population was 15,049 individuals, a decline of 155 residents
from 2007. The number of children less than four years of age dropped by 6.5%, while the
number of youth between ages five and 19—the 4-h eligible range—increased by 3.3% to
2,562. The number of individuals in every age category from 20 through 59 declined. The
population age 60 through 75 increased from 2,778 to 3,225, (16%). The population over age
75 declined by 12%, from 1,306 to 1,144.
The overall population by race was consistent from 2007 to 2011. The majority of residents
are white (84%), followed by black or African American (14%), and Hispanic (3%). Data
indicate that 23 Native Americans now reside in Nelson County; none were counted in 2007.
Despite the decline in population, the number of housing units increased by 3%, yet the
number of vacant housing units increased by 9%. At $47,426, median household income is
24% less than the Virginia average. Mean household income ($59,358) is 30% less than the
Virginia average.
Agricultural Summary
Agricultural data compares the 2002 agriculture census to the 2007 figures, which represents
the most recent information available at the time the data sets were compiled. During this

period the total number of Nelson County farms increased very slightly from 456 to 462, while
the total acreage in farms declined from 84,691 to 73,149 (14%). The average farm size
hence declined from 186 to 158 acres (15%). The number of farms less than 10 acres in size
doubled from eight to 16. Farms from 10 to 49 acres in size increased from 122 to 147 (20%),
the number of farms in the 50 to 179 acre size range stayed consistent. The number of farms
above 180 acres declined, with the most significant decreases occurring between 180 and 499
(-17%) and greater than 1,000 acres (-57%).
Total cropland reported declined by 41% while the cattle inventory increased by 7%. Farm
expenses increased by 63%. The market value of agricultural products sold is estimated to
have increased by 62%. Additional agricultural trends should be evident when the 2012 Ag
Census data is released in Spring 2014 and further analysis is recommended at that time.
Health Summary
The health summary data for Nelson County compared 2010 statistics with 2013. Adult
obesity remained consistent at 26%. Thirty-one percent of children are raised in single-parent
households. Twenty-five percent of residents indicated that they were physically inactive,
while only seven in 1,000 indicated that they had access to recreational facilities. Although
only 2% reported limited access to healthy foods, 50% of the restaurants in Nelson County are
estimated to be fast food restaurants. On a positive note, the teen birth rate declined by 16%
to 37 births per 1,000 teenage females.
Educational Summary
Education statistics were consistent with population trends. Elementary school enrollment
increased by 17% while high school enrollment declined by 33%. College enrollment
increased by 49%. The percentage of students graduating from high school increased from
78% to 89%. The percentage of residents receiving at least some college education increased
from 23% to 50%. The number earning a Bachelor’s degree increased by 27%.
Business and Employment Summary
2012 business and employment summary data indicate that there are 1,098 businesses in
Nelson County that employ 3,870 people, for an average of 3.5 employees per business. Just
over half of the businesses are classified as being in the service industry, and these employ
44% of the workers in Nelson County. Overall, 11.3% of the employees work for retail
enterprises, 9.7% are in government positions, and 9% in the construction industry.
Approximately three-fourths of the jobs in Nelson County are located within these four sectors.
Agriculture and mining contains approximately 92 businesses that employ about 262 people,
or 6.8% of the total. Nationwide, service and retail industries are also the first and second
ranked employers. On a national scale, the ag industry employment is significantly less, as a
percentage of the total, than Nelson County.

Community and Resident Perspectives
A community survey was distributed to 100 area residents in November 2013 representing a
cross section of the following groups: local government elected officials, fruit growers,
livestock producers, local government and school employees, Master Gardener volunteers,
and 4-H volunteers (Appendix 2). The response rate was 10%, primarily from Master
Gardener Volunteers. These results were summarized with responses weighted according to
importance (Appendix 3).
To supplement the survey data and obtain a broader cross section of community and resident
perspectives, Extension personnel then conducted 36 face-to-face and telephone interviews
with a diverse cross-section of residents. Clients were asked to share their perspectives on
the most significant issues facing Nelson County citizens, and invited to share their thoughts
on how Extension could help address those issues. A summary of these conversations is
included in Appendix 4.

Priority Issues
Based on the unit profile and resident perspectives, the following top priority issues were
identified for Nelson County.
Issue 1: Positive Youth Development Activities
Increasing the availability of positive youth development activities was a common theme
throughout the entire situation analysis process and was identified as the top issue facing
Nelson County. Residents have expressed concern about youth self-esteem, leadership,
citizenship, community involvement, social skills, extracurricular activities, entrepreneurship,
and communication, among many other topics. Residents provided ideas for new clubs and
several individuals offered to serve as 4-H volunteers. With strong leadership and community
support, the 4-H/Youth Development Extension program is capable of addressing many of the
concerns and interests expressed in this area going forward.
Issue 2: Economic Development
Data sets indicate that the Nelson County population between ages 20 and 50 has declined in
every category while high school enrollment is down 33%. The County Administrator identified
dispersed population, recession, reassessment, and the county financial situation as pressing
issues for the locality. The service, retail, government, and construction industries combine to
provide 75% of Nelson County’s employment, and numerous residents travel outside the
county to Charlottesville or Lynchburg for jobs. Nelson County would benefit from economic
development that increases employment opportunities and brings revenue into the county.
Some aspects of this issue are outside the scope of Extension to address. However, ANR, 4H, and Community Viability can collaborate with the County on youth entrepreneurship,
agricultural entrepreneurship, grants, agritoursim, farmers’ market development, and other
areas that can lead to business opportunities and increase revenues.

Issue 3: Small Farm Profitability and Diversification
Data sets indicate that the number of small farms in Nelson County are increasing, while the
total farm acreage is decreasing. Numerous citizens expressed interest in ways to increase
the profitability and sustainability of small farming operations. Interests included specialty
crops, niche enterprises, organic production, pest management, and supporting farmer’s
markets among others. This issue is currently being addressed with current VCE unit
resources. Based on the situation analysis, however, current efforts and partnerships may
need to be expanded into new areas.
Issue 4: Family and Consumer Sciences Programming
A variety of topics typically addressed by an FCS Extension agent arose as priority issues
during the situation analysis. These included obesity, nutrition, food preservation, personal
finance, and parenting, among others. Nelson County’s senior population is increasing, and
the availability of activities for seniors may be an issue. In addition, data indicate that
approximately 25% of the citizens are “inactive.” Extension staff have already begun recruiting
neighboring FCS agents to offer educational programming opportunities in these areas going
forward. Nelson County does not currently contribute financially to an FCS Extension agent
position but there may be opportunities for this discussion in the future.
Issue 5: Animal Science Programming
Nelson and Amherst Counties partner together on active adult and youth livestock
associations. Focused conversations were conducted with producers working in animal
agriculture, specifically beef cattle production. A wide variety of topics were requested by
residents, including water quality, profitability, nutrition, producer coordination, weed control,
soil health, marketing strategies, disease prevention, improved management, labor, and youth
engagement, among many other topics. Animal Science has historically been an interest in
Nelson County. Sharing an ANR/Animal Science Extension agent position with Amherst
County contributes to addressing this need, and the agent has been successful in providing
increased educational activities for residents. A continued increase in educational
opportunities—to include marketing area programs to Nelson County beef cattle producers—
for this audience would likely be well-received.

Appendix 1: Unit Profile Data Sets

Appendix 2
Nelson Community Survey
We appreciate your time in completing this survey. The purpose of this survey is to gather
information about issues in Nelson. Please take a couple of minutes to share your
opinions. The results of this survey will help in shaping Virginia Cooperative Extension
programs in Nelson. The survey is completely anonymous. Please return the survey to VCENelson by November 25, 2013. Our address: P.O. Box 298, Lovingston, VA. 22949. Our
FAX: (434)263-4367.
Please rate the importance of the following issues in Nelson:

Issue

Aging Population
Agriculture Marketing
Agriculture
Production/Profitability
Agriculture
Sustainability/Preservatio
n
Alternative Agriculture
Animals/Livestock
Before and After School
Issues
Careers
Child Development
Chronic Disease
Community Planning
Community Services
Consumer Issues
Dependent Care
Energy
Environment
Farm Transition
Finances/Financial
Management
Food Safety/Preservation
Health
Horticulture

Neither
Unimportant
Very
Somewhat
nor
Somewhat
Unimportant Unimportant Important
Important

Very
Important

No
Opinion

Housing/Home
Invasive Species
Land Use
Leadership
Life Skills/Decision
Making for Youth
Local Food Systems
Local Government
Long Term Care
Natural Resource
Production/Profitability
Nutrition
Obesity
Parenting
Pests/Pesticides
Public Awareness of
Agriculture
School Dropout
Science and Technology
Small
Business/Entrepreneurs
Teen Community
Involvement
Teen Leadership
Water Quality/Quantity
Wildlife
Youth Activities
Youth Violence
Youth Volunteers
Other:

Other:

Other:

For the issues you rated Very important, please select the top five and provide additional
information in the boxes below on why you feel they are important for Nelson and what you
think might be done to address them.
Issue 1: Please indicate the issue name, why you feel it is important, and what might be
done to address it.

Issue 2: Please indicate the issue name, why you feel it is important, and what might be
done to address it.

Issue 3: Please indicate the issue name, why you feel it is important, and what might be
done to address it.

Issue 4: Please indicate the issue name, why you feel it is important, and what might be
done to address it.

Issue 5: Please indicate the issue name, why you feel it is important, and what might be
done to address it.

Please provide any additional information on what direction you believe Extension
programs should take in Nelson.

Have you ever participated in educational programs offered by Virginia Cooperative
Extension?
 No

 Yes

If you answered Yes to the above question, which VCE educational program(s) did you
participate in and what was the value to you?

Please tell us about yourself (the person completing the survey). These questions are
optional.

What is your gender?
 Male

 Female

Which of the following describes your highest level of education?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Less than high school
Some high school
High school graduate/GED
Some college
College graduate
Some graduate work
Master's degree
Doctorate degree

How many years have you lived at your current address?
o
o
o
o
o
o

0-3
4-6
7 – 10
11 – 15
16 – 25
More than 25

OPTIONAL - How would you describe your racial background?

How would you describe your age range?
o

Youth

o

Adult

o

Senior

Appendix 3
Responses to community survey distributed by Nelson County faculty and staff during November 2013
(100 surveys distributed, 10% response rate). Summarized by program area.
Issue
Weighing
factor =
PROGRAM
AREA

Very
Unimportant

Somewhat
Unimportant

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

-2

-1

1

2

SCORE

Teen Community
Involvement

4H

0

-1

3

12

14

Youth Volunteers

4H

0

-1

3

12

14

Teen Leadership

4H

0

-1

2

12

13

Life Skills/Decision Making
for Youth

4H

-2

0

4

10

12

Youth Activities

4H

-2

0

3

10

11

Youth Violence

4H

-2

0

3

10

11

School Dropout

4H

0

-1

2

6

7

Before and After School
Issues

4H

0

-2

1

8

7

Careers

4H

0

-2

3

4

5

Invasive Species

ANR

0

-1

2

14

15

Water Quality/Quantity

ANR

-2

0

1

16

15

Environment

ANR

-2

0

3

12

13

Agriculture
Sustainability/Preservation

ANR

0

-1

1

12

12

Agriculture
Production/Profitability

ANR

0

-1

2

10

11

Land Use

ANR

0

-1

4

8

11

Wildlife

ANR

-2

0

5

8

11

Leadership

CV

0

0

5

6

11

Community Planning

CV

0

-1

5

4

8

Local Government

CV

-2

0

4

6

8

Small
Business/Entrepreneurs

CV

0

-1

7

2

8

Science and Technology

CV

0

0

6

2

8

Community Services

CV

-2

0

5

0

3

Energy

FCS

0

-1

3

10

12

Parenting

FCS

0

-1

3

10

12

Obesity

FCS

0

-1

4

8

11

Aging Population

FCS

-2

0

6

6

10

Nutrition

FCS

0

-1

3

8

10

Child Development

FCS

0

-2

4

6

8

Health

FCS

-2

0

4

6

8

Dependent Care

FCS

0

-1

6

2

7

Consumer Issues

FCS

0

-1

5

2

6

Long Term Care

FCS

-2

0

4

4

6

Food Safety/Preservation

FCS

-2

-1

2

6

5

Housing/Home

FCS

0

-1

4

2

5

Finances/Financial
Management

FCS

-2

0

6

0

4

Appendix 4
Key informant interviews with 36 Nelson County residents and elected officials resulted in the
following input.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Top issues facing youth include self-esteem, internet safety and etiquette, how to interact
with adults (professionalism, leadership, citizenship), and the ability to express one’s self in
a positive manner.
Agricultural issues include stinkbug and ladybug control, agritourism / agritainment, farm
profitability, and support for breweries and cideries.
General challenges faced by the community include: dispersed population, recession,
reassessment, apathy, and potentially the county financial situation.
The county has a strong FFA program and would like to see Extension support them.
Growing the local “truck farmers.” Assist small farmers and farmer’s markets such as the
one in Nellysford.
The county was given 350 acres to create a county park. Perhaps Extension could assist
or collaborate in that area.
Has a good trail system (Blue Ridge Railway, Crozet Trail) that could invite tourism.
Interested in assistance with his farm and developing a hobby of using the land and farming
something “to be determined.”
Looking for some interesting things to do with his farm and how to involve young people.
When he received the community survey distributed by the Extension office, he threw it
away. To paraphrase his comments, this client believes that Extension’s purpose is to
focus on agriculture rather than everything else listed in the survey.
The schools need a stronger 4-H in-school program. There is nothing for the kids to do in
Nelson County. 4-H has not been great here for some time. The kids are pretty good, but
they rely on social media for their entertainment. Cyber bullying is an issue. They have no
social skills and can’t communicate with each other. The middle school FFA is pretty good,
but the teacher will be retiring in the next few years. Any kind of community activities would
be worthwhile. Presentations, Reading Makes Sense, mini-camps, anything “out-of-the
box.” Suggested that the new 4-H agent attend a middle-school faculty meeting. She also
expressed interest in serving as a 4-H volunteer.
Water Quality –In relation to TMDL and Chesapeake Bay initiatives, Extension can support
the outreach work of other governmental agencies charged with supplying cost share and
tax credit assistance to farmers voluntarily implementing conservation practices on their
farms.
Cost effective nutrition— for cattle through forage management, controlled grazing,
alternative feeds, etc.
Producer coordination—Comingling of cattle and/or other premium market routes,
especially for smaller sized producers to market a more uniform feeder calf crop and
capture a higher dollar value per lb through this effort.
Weed Control –Extension must provide workshops and field days with a weed control
component. IPM principles such as using different application technology, reducing
herbicide resistance through different modes of action, utilizing cover crops for pasture and
hay land renovations should be part of such programs.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Reproduction and Herd Health—Extension must work with local veterinarians and
producers to keep them informed of BQA principles for cattle handling and different vaccine
protocols that are cost efficient and expand marketing opportunities for calves.
Nutrient Management and Soil Health –Extension must provide educational programs in
relation to soil fertility, nutrient cycling and land management such as hay production.
Farm visits and diagnostic work—Extension agents must strive to be available to make
visits to farms requesting diagnostic services or efficiency improvement suggestions.
Nelson County has a large number of smaller operators in the beef industry that may need
technical expertise from Extension in making various improvements to their operations.
Water Quality—Extension should strive to partner with NRCS, Virginia Forage and
Grasslands Council, and other government and private agencies to demonstrate
conservation practices and different management systems on different farms.
Continue to support program efforts of Nelson-Amherst Beef Producers quarterly meetings.
Youth Engagement—Very strong FFA and agricultural education at Nelson High School,
underrepresentation by Nelson youth at Central Virginia Livestock Show and 4-H Livestock
activities
Nelson-Amherst Beef Producers—Extension must continue to support program needs of
the large association, but identify groups within the association that are interested in further
programming.
Producer Marketing—Extension can provide an exploratory and leadership role of bringing
small groups of producers together to engage in cooperative marketing programs oriented
at premium markets. Extension can focus on having participating members invest in similar
genetics and provide economic estimates and analysis on proposed marketing strategies.
Finding common ground among producers on how to market cattle is a challenge.
Backgrounding costs (for 45 days) are another major hurdle that many producers are
unable to digest.
Educational Needs—Winter feeding and nutrition, to prevent any shortage possibilities of
available feed or forage; prevention of diseases such as anaplasmosis, Johnnes, leukosis,
improving use of CTC mineral in anaplasmosis prevention, importance of energy and
protein in feeds
Management Improvement—Educational programs focused on improving management, i.e.
sorting heifer calves away from bull calves at weaning, value of preg checking cows, etc.
Extension Programs—Promotion of Extension events to non-traditional users
Labor—Extension should recognize that there is a shortage of skilled farm labor capable of
some autonomy in decision making on large farming operations. Extension should work to
address this issue by providing education on different farming practices for these workers.
Meetings—Extension should continue to provide educational meetings for producers
engaged in different enterprises weather for orchard production, wine grape production or
cattle production.
Youth Engagement—Many young people are not getting into farming due to lack of
awareness or capital. Extension needs to address this through small pilot projects, such as
vegetable gardens or small nurseries run by students.
Producer Engagement—Nelson needs an influx of volunteerism, youth and leadership
among agricultural producers. The Nelson-Amherst Beef Producers Association needs to
be proactive in finding new services for its members. In contrasting Nelson-Amherst with
Central and Buckingham Cattlemen’s groups, the latter engage cooperatively in

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

backgrounding calves, comingling calves, renting corrals and tubs and other portable
infrastructure, and sale of females. The Nelson-Amherst group does not currently engage
in any of these activities.
Youth—the association is currently going through a retirement attrition, to stay relevant and
provide new leadership and program opportunities, younger members are needed to
facilitate positive change and growth in the relevance of the association, especially in
Nelson County.
Would like more information available to help with raising organic produce in the home
garden.
Would like information or class on varieties that grow well in the ‘clay soil of Nelson’
Classes to help home gardeners in amending soil to get better produce and less pests in
Home gardens
Horse & Pony Club/Group, from basics up.
Small Livestock Club/Group
Home Canning Classes, Food Prep, Dry Canning (has taught herself how to do this and
found it very beneficial)
Classes for residents to learn budgeting personal finance & applying for loans
Would like to see classes in Organic gardening, Pest Control and Weed Maintenance
Also Classes in sustainability, raising small animals for food.
Would like to see demonstrations or classes is food storage, canning, root cellars.
substance abuse and addictions destroying families
lack of well paying employment opportunities within the county
poverty and struggle with the basic needs of food, housing, and employment.
lack of a central public outdoor gathering area / park
lack of business and employment opportunities keeps young people from having reasons to
stay or come to the county
Here are some ways I think extension office could help.
Provide business and entrepreneur training to help those that want to start businesses in
the agricultural field. There are a lot of opportunities for small farms to be successful. But
for this to happen people need more than agricultural training, they need business and
marketing training too.
local farmers get their food distributed to higher paying markets such as Charlottesville
Develop and implement a campaign to make the extension office and the resources
available much more visible to the community. I think a lot of people are not aware of the
office and the help available. (Maybe a Facebook page, blog, fliers distributed around town,
etc)
Would like to see Community Gardens, where there is a program set to encourage people
to join forces to produce good food for their families.
Bee Keeping programs around the County
Would like to see more on Organic farming/gardening
Look like to see classes offered in Canning and food storage
As a Grandparent and owner of livestock, would like to see Livestock Clubs in the County &
have local purchasers for the animals the children raise.
Would like to see more 4-H Programs, as her children participated when they were young.
Travel Opportunities for youth in the County

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Would like to see a program to keep children active and help fight Obesity and teach good
Nutrition
Would like classes in Food Preservation, Canning
Would like to have classes in Self Sustainability, growing your own produce and producing
your own meat
Is very interested in getting her children (as they come of age) into 4-H as projects and to
support her homeschooling
Interests lie in Shooting Sports, Poultry, Rabbits, Geology
Would be interested in becoming an Adult Volunteer
Presentations & Public speaking
Is interested in learning to process chicken for meat
Keeping Bees
Class on care and pruning of Fruit Trees
Would like to see more things for the Youth of Nelson County, some Club that would allow
the kids to get together other than afterschool activities and not hang out in area parking
lots.
Nelson County lacks in safe environments for the youth to participate in. There is no
Recreation Centers, movie theatres or other places of interest to hold the youths attention
& to go out the County creates a burden on the parents having to transport their children.
More area competitions and talent
Greater emphasis on 4H projects work
Travel opportunities for youth
How to have better access to Extension information, e.g. factsheets
Stressed importance of site/farm visits by local ANR agent
Currently feels isolated from community other than those he sees at church, more so than
10 years ago. Looks to Extension for community events and social interaction.
Local newspaper not as effective as a community resource. Needs to return to highlighting
Extension in the community, also to focus of the people in the county
Wants more information on specialty crops to maximize return from the land
Need to bring the next generation into agriculture
Need to expose youth to new business ideas, new approaches to making a living in a rural
county
Nutrition, especially addressing the epidemic of obesity. Address by greater concentration
on how to engage in outdoor activities
Thinks I am a great contact for cohesiveness and contacts in the community, and sharing
of agricultural technologies
Seeks programs on farm machinery selection and upkeep, wishes more Extension
programs and field days focused on agricultural engineering,
Pest control with emphasis on low spray options
Specialty crops
More information on small fruit, leafy greens, and recent food trends to take advantage of
High tunnel greenhouse food production
Emphasis on greenhouse, plant propagation techniques
Varieties of northern pecans to plant
Grain crops

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Sorghum molasses production
Brewer grain and hops production
Malting facilities
Making the most of the Nelson County Farmers Market
Wishes expansion of youth opportunities in Nelson County
Sees need more activities other than those provided by public school system
Appreciates my availability and interest in an active Master gardener program in Nelson
County
Stressed importance of availability of local ANR agent for site and farm visits
Wishes to see more cooperation between University of Virginia and Virginia Tech,
acknowledgement of mutual importance and places where youth should equally aspire.
Together, working in concert, sees an enhancement of outreach and adult education
opportunities
Wishes likewise that there was a better relationship between Wintergreen Resort and
residents & businesses in Nelson County
Livestock programs, especially small ruminant programs for both the commercial and lifesytle levels of production
General homesteading information, food preservation
Alternative energy
More programs for young men and women who want to live by farming. Cited the Young
Farmer aspect of FFA, but also wants farming promoted to non- FFA students who are
more focused on entry into college.
Specialty crops and niche enterprises
Better understanding of legal aspects of running a farm business
Conversion of commercial orchard to organic production, marketing of these fruit to cider
industry
Development of learning community for aquaponics vegetable producers
Great concern for future of pollinators in light of current unrestricted use of neonictinoid
insecticides, plus others, feels Virginia tech is not responsive to severity of issues.
Believes there needs to be a ground swell of public concern.
Firmly believes that Extension has been downsized and marginalized as a social
mechanism for change and expressing alarm regarding emerging issues, such as the
corruption of American agriculture by major agrichemical concerns
Livestock: Very concerned by the lack of appropriate response by Virginia Tech to livestock
poisoning crisis he faced last summer when he lost 5 goats at brush control location.
Called his vet who called VT School of Veterinary Medicine, very slow and inappropriate
response, had to contact Texas A&M for satisfaction.
Believes youth are increasing unaware ad not interested in agricultural/environmental
issues, cites changes in organization as faced with restricting budgets
Local 4H program should focus more on meaningful experiences, such as travel and
exchanges, to foster personal development in teenage years
Thinks Extension needs to be better marketed as it is the go-to place to meet rural
landowner concerns
Describes herself as most frustrated person in county due to lack of quick response to her
needs. Very grateful for my immediate farm visit to discuss water quality/riparian buffer

•
•
•
•
•

concerns, plus agricultural law information about fencing concerns with belligerent
neighbor.
Is very interested in success of future programs in Nelson County as she credits a great
deal to her growing up with 4H.
Spoke primarily about need for better collaborative work by agencies and community
service organizations to address water quality issues affecting the entire community, such
as the recent TMDL studies of the Rockfish and Tye Rivers.
Extension could play very active role in bringing more residents into to conservation work,
especially the active farms and rural landowners
Extension needs to be more active in student recruitment to multi agency environmental
programs for youth such as the Envirothon and the Youth Conservation Camp, currently
too insular on its outreach priorities, as are the teachers in the public school system.
4H could be very important in leadership develop of youth, need more programs that steer
them towards becoming tomorrow’s leaders.

